Injectable BioPulmonic™ Trocar

Please contact your BioIntegral Surgical representative for ordering information.
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**CAUTION:** Refer to the Instructions For Use provided with each device for complete information regarding indications for use, contraindications, warnings and precautions and potential complications.
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No compromise . . .

The Self-Expanding No-React® Injectable BioPulmonic
A percutaneous, large diameter injectable valve implanted without cardio-pulmonary bypass.

Cardiopulmonary bypass is out, large sizes are in
This off-pump device has been shown effective in treating PVR in patients suffering from congenital heart disease1-4. While other percutaneous options are limited to 22 mm, the NRIP is available in a complete range of sizes from 15 - 31 mm5.

Durable: 5 years and counting
- 5 years experience, longest of any minimally invasive pulmonic
- External fixation prevents migration
- No stent fracture reported

The No-React® treatment. BioIntegral Surgical manufactures devices using the No-React® treatment. No-React® is a proprietary detoxification of glutaraldehyde-treated tissue.
12 years of clinical experience with No-React® devices show:
- reduced toxicity, enhanced biocompatibility
- lower rates of infection, adhesion, and calcification
- the promotion of endothelial lining7-11

A Hybrid Percutaneous Approach
- Large-diameter trocar methods offer direct implantation versus more limited interventional techniques
- No size limitations
- No complex imaging required12

Deliver any size.

Treat more patients13

100% = All patients with RVOT insufficiency